CHRISTMAS GIVING IN A TIME OF COVID

ANGEL GIVING TREE
Once again, this year we will help Niles Community Services provide
Christmas gifts to children of Niles, McDonald, and Mineral Ridge the best
we can during this time of pandemic.
In the past we had placed the ornaments on trees, but maintaining social
distancing would be nearly impossible, so this year we are going to place a
list of names and ages in the bulletin. Please call the rectory with your
choice and we will give you that child on a first come, first served basis. We
will provide the children’s gift ideas and clothing sizes when you call. We
can send a picture of the tag to your phone, so you have all the information
you need to purchase the gift. Then when you drop off your gift to the
rectory, we will give you the ornament for your tree.
We know some people might not get pictures on their phones or use cell
phones at all, so we ask those people to call the office and we will make
arrangements for you.
Once you have purchased the gift, make sure you place the child’s
number and name on the tag. That helps us know to which family they
belong. If you can bring it to the rectory during the week, that would be
great. However, if you have to leave your gift in the back of the church, we
will make sure they are brought to the rectory daily. ALL GIFTS MUST BE
RETURNED NO LATER THAN SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13! You have no
idea what an undertaking this project is for the volunteers at Niles
Community Services. Let’s do our best to make it as easy as possible for
them!
We know this is all new and maybe a little confusing, but if you have any
questions at all please call the rectory at 330-652-4396 and we will be glad
to answer any questions you might have.
God bless you all for your generous hearts.
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CHILD'S NAME/AGE
DONALD (6)BOY
CATHLEEN (2)GIRL
XANDER (4)BOY
ALYSSA (13)GIRL
QUINTIN (12)BOY
KYLAH (5)GIRL
CONNER (7) BOY
DYLAN (15)BOY
JACOB (9)BOY
JERSIE (2)GIRL
DOMANIK (13)BOY
NEVAEH (10)GIRL
JAZZLYNN (12) GIRL
CARTER (8) BOY
KARLEIGH (8)GIRL
DAKOTA (9)GIRL
MICHAEL (10)BOY
NICKOLAS (11)BOYS
AVA (6)GIRL
ABBEE (10)GIRL
MARQUETTA (7)GIRL
SOPHIA (9) GIRL
LAYLA (18 MO)GIRL
DOROTHY (16MO)GIRL
ANNELIESE (12)GIRL
LILY (5)GIRL
GABRIELLA (10)GIRL
NAUDIA (6)GIRL
TERRAN (4) BOY
DEANO (6)BOY
LUKAS (10)BOY
ALEENA (12)GIRL
LANCE (8) BOY
SERENTIY (8)GIRL
NATHAN (9)BOY
ADDISON (10)GIRL
JORDYN (4)GIRL
HAYLEE (7)GIRL
ANGEL (13)GIRL
ALEXIS (12)GIRL
LUCAS (12)BOY
SULLIVAN (6)BOY
MACKENZIE (8)GIRL
CAMRON (7)BOY
DELANIE (6)GIRL
MADISON (8)GIRL
AUBREY (8)GIRL
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HAVEN (13)GIRL
EMILEE (12)GIRL
AVA (7)GIRL
DONZELLA (6)GIRL
SELENA (5)GIRL
OLIVIA (4)GIRL
NIKKO (2MO) BOY
RILEY (11)BOY
TRINITY (9)GIRL
DONALD (12)BOY
ZOEY (5 MO) GIRL
MYA (9)GIRL
MICHAEL (11)BOY
ELIJAH (4MO)BOY
CAMERON (7)BOY
LEANNA (13)GIRL
FREYA (10)GIRL
CHASE (21/2)BOY
VERONICA (12)GIRL
DANIEL (4)BOY
LAYLA (2)GIRL
IAN (9)BOY
ELIZABETH (5)GIRL
DAKOTA (11)GIRL
SPENCER (9)BOY
ZANDER (7)BOY
CASSIDY (3)GIRL
KEAGHAN (11/2)BOY
KARSON (4MO)BOY
MICHAEL (5)BOY
KEANU (2)BOY
MICHAEL (8 MO)BOY
BENTLEY (4)BOY
PORSCHEA (13)GIRL
JAZLYNN (2MO)GIRL
HARMONI (12)GIRL
JAYCEE (16MO)BOY
DOMINIC (4)BOY
NOLAN (7)BOY
KIERA (12)GIRL
MASON (5)BOY
STACIA (9)GIRL
JAYDEN (3)BOY
OCTAVIA (6 MO)GIRL
ZANDER (10)BOY
IZZABELLA (4)GIRL
SOPHIA (9MO)GIRL

